Video Conferencing
How to build a Video Conferencing Room?

Requirements phase

The present-day video conference (VC) room is a lot different from how it used to be years ago.
Earlier, a Video conference room would have simple chairs and a table, a manual pull-down screen, a projector, and lights
would dim or be turned off when the video conference started. Nowadays, a Video conferencing (VC) room is smart and is
packed with the best chair and tables, and the latest technologies that help with brainstorming, organization, and
communication.
To kick things off, the upmost thing that comes into mind is the conference room video conference solution when concerning
the conference room setup. As for conference room arrangements, though there are various conference room set up styles that
you can opt for there are some basic things you anyway need to keep in mind to make sure things look perfect and people are
comfortable. It is best to to use and come up with a brief. With this description it becomes clear what kind of equipment will be
needed.
Your brief should answer questions such as:
▪ What type of VC space/s are being built is it a huddle room, video conferencing room or even an open huddle space?
▪How many participants are to be in the video conference at the same time?
▪Where and in which room(s) should the video conference room be built? How big are the room(s)?
▪Furthermore, how many rooms are available?
▪What is the chosen video conferencing platform for the organisation, or will you opt for bring your own device (BYOD)?
▪What are the room(s) properties, what are the building materials?
▪What is the light in the room(s) both natural and artificial?
▪What type of windows or doors are the in rooms(s), how do they affect privacy?
▪Other room considerations such as power, air conditioning, and room noise and acoustics?
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Choosing the right equipment and services

•

Below you can find a list of equipment you can think about when building a video conference room. Of course, the exact
combination depends on your wishes and requirements.

▪ camera(s) for a group meeting (consider an auto framing cameras).
▪ input for a PC/laptop to allow for presentation/collaboration (can be either Windows or Mac).
▪ wireless input for mobiles devices (this can be either Android or iOS).
▪ Integration of your chosen video conferencing platforms such as MS teams, Zoom, Google hangouts or BYOD.
▪ Display screen(s) to fit size of room(s) chosen (single or dual screen systems).
▪ Microphones on your conference room table or ceiling (wired or wireless).
▪ Audio front of house speaker system (sound bar or wall/ceiling mounted speakers).
▪Network connectivity (adequate network provision to allow for wired and wireless connection).

Other items to consider for your video conference room
▪A conference table is important for any meeting room setup and you have many options to choose from. Square and

rectangular tables are ideal for large to medium spaces and they come with adjustable or extendable options that help you
adjust them keeping in mind the changing needs. If you are in need of easier movement within limited space or require more
seating capacity, then you can opt for the racetrack or ovular tables that come with rounded corners. You can opt for
roundtables as well as they are space savers but if there is not enough space to walk in the room such tables can prove to be
awkward. Boat-shaped tables are yet another choice. They are wider in the centre, and since the participants will not sit in a
straight line it will become easier to see the presentations, the screen, and the other fellow participants.
▪ Every conference room setup also requires conference chairs. They should be comfortable but not too complex, else the

participants will end up wasting time trying to adjust. Since different persons will use these chairs the features that should be
adjustable are just the tilt tension and seat height. It is important to keep in mind how the chairs will fit with your selected table.
Also, some video conference rooms need extra seating and, in this case, nesting chairs and stacking chairs are perfect options.
You need to select them wisely as they must look professional and at the same time easily stored when not required.
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The VC platform & user experience

VC platform: Whilst traditional SIP and H.323-based videoconferencing (that offers interoperability between manufacturers)
still cling on for dear life, a divergent range of platforms have muscled in to take its place, these are the VC element of Unified
Communication (UC) platforms, such as Microsoft Teams, Zoom rooms, Google hangouts, it only makes up a small part of their
product offering. Your organisation would typically be using a (UC) platform such a Microsoft or Google and as such can chose
to add the VC element of the platform for your conference room(s).
The user experience: In Unified Communication (UC) platforms, this is defined and largely locked down by the vendor. Which
makes sense in many respects – for example, whilst some customisation of any Microsoft app is available, for you this is more
configuration than customisation, with all options defined by Microsoft themselves. With these UC Video Conferencing
platforms being software-based, it is understandable that the same approach is taken – the user experience in your video
conference room will be consistent regardless of where the system is installed, and you can push out updates at any time
without fear of breaking any custom code. The result is that the user experience for your video conferencing room will be
defined by your UC platform selection.
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We are a UK leading video conferencing integration specialist with over 10 years’ experience. We use cutting-edge technology
to design, install and maintain dedicated conferencing spaces.
Feel free to contact one of our team for references, client lists, or more detailed information about video conferencing rooms,
we are vendor agnostic and will only recommend the correct solution for you.
Phone: 0118 375 1693
E-mail: info@decibelms.co.uk
www.decibelms.co.uk
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